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A colourful anthology of  printed and woven fabrics that vibrates with an 
expressive energy. The Zafaro collection is an invigorating, vibrant assortment 
of  sumptuous, elegant velvets, intricate warp-printed jacquard weaves, finely 

printed linens and silks encased in a kaleidoscope of  colour and pattern.

At the heart of  the collection is artistry in both design and technique, uniting 
intricate weaving and precise, cutting-edge printing with Black Edition’s 

exquisite designs.  

Setting out to create a collection that explores creative expression, the 
designers immersed themselves in experimental mark making, playing with 
different textures, materials and colours, filling the studio with an array of  

resources from textural paints and pastels, to charcoals, watercolours and inks. 
The Zafaro collections emerged out of  this intense period of  creativity, with 

each design radiating with energy and movement.  

ZAFARO 
Decorative Prints, Weaves and Velvets  

‘An artistic wonder, Zafaro is an articulation of contemporary 
design; a serene yet striking collection of prints, weaves and velvets. 
Infused with oriental richness and vivid charm, considered techniques 
and a playful use of shapes and colour form beautiful, thought-
provoking designs with an animated elegance.’  
Emily Mould,  
Black Edition Design Director



Susulu 
Printed Jacquard Weave

An innovative combination of  techniques brings 
fanciful character to this colourful, layered diamond 
design. The fabric is jacquard woven, leaving long floats 
of  yarn which are then cut once the print has been 
applied, creating a three-dimensional feathered effect

 
Suitable for drapes and accessories 

100% PL

9096/01 9096/02



Zafaro
Printed Velvet

Wonderfully bold, colourful contemporary diamonds 
with soft, diffused edges create a striking design, 
printed on luxurious velvet. 

 
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories 

66% CO, 31% VI, 3% PL

9094/01 9094/02

Nyoka
Printed Jacquard Velvet

A lustrous velvet printed with a colourful grid 
geometric, further enhanced by a linear jacquard design 
with shimmering metallic effect threads. 

 
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories 

43% VI, 57% PL

9098/01 9098/02



Matiko
Printed Jacquard Velvet

With a charming sense of  opulence, colourful printed 
shapes form a contemporary geometric velvet that’s 
rich in texture. Uniquely woven with a shadow weave 
effect, the pile is woven in two different directions to 
create the design, causing each area of  the pile to reflect 
the light differently.

 
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories 

58% VI, 42% PL

9100/01 9100/02



Marazzi 
Printed Linen Satin 

Displaying contemporary flair, a multitude 
of  colourful stepped, horizontal lines are 
thoughtfully printed on a soft linen satin. 

 
Suitable for drapes and accessories

100% LI 

9095/01 9095/02

Inaya Velvet 
Printed Velvet

Effortlessly artistic, an abstract landscape reflects 
the multi-colour palette of  a hazy sunrise, skilfully 
translated onto luxurious velvet. 

 
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories 

66% CO,31% VI, 3% PL

9092/01



Lune 
Printed Jacquard Weave

Serene yet striking, painterly watercolour circles form 
a gentle movement across this subtly textured cloth; 
beautifully warp printed and then jacquard woven to 
give a soft diffusion of  colour and texture. 

 
Suitable for drapes and accessories

45% CO, 43% PL, 12% LI

9097/01 9097/02

9097/03



Orimono
Printed Silk Linen

Infused with oriental richness and artistic 
expression, an abstract floral design is subtly 
interrupted by an intriguing geometric. 

 
Suitable for drapes and accessories

78% LI, 22% SE

9093/01 9093/02

Inaya 
Printed Linen

Evoking a sense of  mystery, Inaya is a pure linen 
digital print that alludes to an abstract landscape 
with a gentle movement of  colour.

 
Suitable for drapes and accessories

100% LI

9091/01



Kivuli
Jacquard Weave

Elegant in its simplicity, a linear geometric design is 
jacquard woven with a pima cotton to resemble a delicate 
embroidery. The raised yarn is created using a shrink yarn 
technique. Flat when woven but when subjected to heat the 
yarns contract, resulting in an inviting raised effect. 

 
Suitable for drapes and accessories 

53% CO, 40% PL, 7% PC

9099/02 9099/03

9099/03



Viridis
Spray-dyed Velvet 

Artistically bold, Viridis is a striking velvet, randomly 
spray-dyed by hand to create an irregular stripe. The 
spray-dyed technique results in a unique, random effect 
where no two metres are the same.

 
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories 

60% VI, 30% CO, 10% PL

7661/02 7661/03

7661/05



About Black Edition
Led by Design Director Emily Mould, Black Edition 

exclusively designs fabric and wallcovering collections infused 
with rich, contemporary elegance. Combining fine art with 

innovation, Black Edition blends sophisticated textures, 
pioneering weaving techniques and artisan effects with a 

visionary colour palette. 

Black Edition is part of  The Romo Group, a family run 
business in its fifth generation. The range is available 

worldwide through an extensive network of  selected interior 
designers and retail outlets.

UK 
Iain Niven  

iain.niven@romo.com 
0207 352 7801

USA 
Tamar Mashigian 

tamar@cdecor.com 
310-276-5001

Europe 
Roberta Natalini 

Roberta.Natalini@romo.com 
+44 (0)1623 727 016

Please contact us for price information, samples and images, we 
are also happy to arrange interviews and offer expert commentary 

from our designers.


